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A Young Woman's Guide to Discovering Her Bible
Help Wanted: Female
"The Young Woman's Guide to Liberation is based on the premise that the 1970's
are indeed the decade of the women. Here is a cogent analysis of the various
sources of brainwash which makes women feel, think, and act like second-class
citizens - and a timley handbook on how to break through the established
barriers."--Back cover.

Young Woman
After another row with her mother, Kathryn collects her belongings and slams the
door for the final time. It's 1974 and the beginning of a new life - but how much
can Kathryn really leave behind? She takes a live-in job as a waitress at a country
house, working alongside the outrageous Dee-Dee. Both 17, and both with their
own tragic past, they learn how to bag a bloke, get through testing times and even
how to get on the property ladder. A Young Woman's Guide to Carrying On is a
tender, witty and wise novel of love, adultery, second chances and questionable
parenting. Heart-warming and heart breaking in equal measure.

The New Female Instructor
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Young Woman
A guide to understanding breast cancer, its cause, and its treatment.

Her 20 SomeTHINGS
Growing up in a household of food-loving Italian-Americans, Marissa Landrigan was
always a black sheep—she barely knew how to boil water for pasta. But at college,
she thought she’d found her purpose. Buoyed by animal rights activism and a
feminist urge to avoid the kitchen, she transformed into a hardcore vegan activist,
complete with shaved head. But Landrigan still hadn’t found her place in the world.
Striving to develop her career and maintain a relationship, she criss-crossed the
U.S. Along the way, she discovered that eating ethically was far from simple—and
cutting out meat was no longer enough. As she got closer to the source of her food,
eventually even visiting a slaughterhouse and hunting elk, Landrigan realized that
the most ethical way of eating was to know her food and prepare it herself, on her
own terms, to eat with family and friends. Part memoir and part investigative
journalism, The Vegetarian’s Guide to Eating Meat is as much a search for identity
as it is a fascinating treatise on food.

A Young Woman's Guide to Godly Living
Stop Looking for Prince Charming--Let Him Look for You Of all the fairytale
princesses we know and love, Cinderella is the one who got it right. She knew the
spell was about to break, and ran out of the castle just in time to keep her
mysterious identity a secret. Prince Charming couldn't help himself! He had to
pursue her, to track her down and invite her to be his queen. The Cinderella Rule is
your guide to letting your prince do the work. Whether he knows it or not, the man
God has for you longs to experience the thrill of the chase . . . and that means
running out of the castle before you give away all your secrets! Find out how to be
a woman of mystery who lets herself be pursued, knowing you are worth every
ounce of effort. The Cinderella Rule will show you how to be the queen your prince
is already looking for.

A Young Woman's Guide to Prayer
God's Girls - Redeemed: A Personal Memoir and Young
Woman's Guide To Breaking Free From The Lies of The Enemy
A devotional guide for young women to live a Godly life. Contains all the need-toknow information on women's Christian virtues, and how to strive for more in life.
From real life examples to biblical reading, learning and expanding has never been
easier or more fun.

A Young Woman's Guide to Learning How to Let God Love Her
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Purely Beautiful
Elizabeth George, author of A Young Woman After God's Own Heart (more than
230,000 copies sold), offers another life-changing teen book—A Young Woman's
Guide to Making Right Choices. Today's teens are bombarded with choices about
attitudes, behaviors, friends, clothes, finances, and college. And with the rise of
alcohol, drugs, sexual issues, and crime, they must make serious decisions daily.
Bible teacher Elizabeth George takes teens through the step-by-step process of
making decisions that are life-affirming, godly, and wise in areas that include—
managing emotions improving relationships developing confidence living in the
center of God's will avoiding trouble and bad situations Teens will discover
checkpoints to use as guides for making decisions, and they will learn to take the
long view when considering consequences. Young women will also realize the
tremendous wisdom, guidance, and answers available in God's Word. Great for
individuals, small groups, and mentoring.

Every Young Woman's Battle
Elizabeth George, author of the bestseller A Young Woman After God’s Own Heart
(more than 300,000 copies sold), now shows teen women how to make prayer a
part of their busy lives. From her own journey through the Bible and the lives of
others, Elizabeth shares the difference prayer makes in everyday life. She provides
step-by-step guidance and ideas for experiencing an exciting prayer life,
highlighting how to— make prayer a reality establish a regular time for talking with
God pray from the heart for daily needs improve relationships through prayer Teen
girls will grow to know God in a very real way as they develop an active, personal,
and meaningful prayer life! Great for Sunday school, youth group studies, and
individual reading. Rerelease of A Young Woman’s Call to Prayer

The New Female Instructor; Or, Young Woman's Guide to
Domestic Happiness, Etc
Now in its updated second edition, Full Frontal Feminism is a book that continues
to embody the forward-looking messages that author Jessica Valenti propagated as
founder of the popular website, Feministing.com. Full Frontal Feminism is a smart
and relatable guide to the issues that matter to today’s young women. This edition
includes a new foreword by Valenti, reflecting upon what’s happened in the seven
years since Full Frontal Feminism was originally published. With new openers from
Valenti in every chapter, the book covers a range of topics, including pop culture,
health, reproductive rights, violence, education, relationships, and more. Chapters
include: You’re a Hardcore Feminist. I Swear. Feminists Do It Better (and Other Sex
Tips) Pop Culture Gone Wild The Blame (and Shame) Game If These Uterine Walls
Could Talk Material World My Big Fat Unnecessary Wedding and Other Dating
Diseases “Real” Women Have Babies I Promise I Won’t Say “Herstory” Boys Do Cry
Beauty Cult Sex and the City Voters, My Ass A Quick Academic Aside Get to It Since
its original publication, Full Frontal Feminism has reassured readers—yeah, you're
feminists, and that's actually pretty cool.

Young Woman's Guide
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In this easy to read book, Alyssa Shull shares about all things beauty and purity
from media influences and identity to relationship advice and sex. You will read
real-life stories from girls that Alyssa has counseled over the years, along with
Alyssa's personal stories from her life. Due to being bullied about her looks from
the ages of 8 to 13, Alyssa struggled for years with low self-esteem. It wasn't until
she was 18 that she discovered her true beauty. Find out how you can find your
true beauty, and learn how to see yourself the way God sees you! God's love for
you is extravagant. In Ephesians 5:1, it says, "Observe how Christ loved us. His
love was not cautious but extravagant" (MSG). It doesn't matter how many times
you have messed up; you still have worth above jewels, and God has good planned
for you! You CAN live out a life of purity, and this book will show you how!

The Young Woman's Guide to Excellence
The Cinderella Rule
A comprehensive guide to sex and sexuality, especially for young women, with
discussions of the male and female bodies, making decisions, pregnancy,
masturbation, diseases, sexual responsibilities, desire, sexual problems, helpful
organizations, homosexuality, AIDS, and much more.

Ican!
A Life of Lovely
'A Young Woman's E-Guide to Learning How to Let God Love Her' is a compilation
of advice geared towards helping young women learn to love themselves and
accept God's love for them before seeking gratification from things/people in the
world. This mini-book discusses the causes for some of the most common
insecurities among young women, addressing topics such as loneliness,
embarrassment, and more.

A Young Woman's Guide to Carrying on
Phenomenally U
What is God’s take on the issues that are nearest to a teen girl’s heart? Issues like
acceptance, loneliness, friendships, and relationships? How about getting along
with your parents? Or finding your purpose and place in life? It’s amazing how
relevant the Bible is—you’ll find yourself relating to the people and experiences in
it. And you’ll discover promises from God that will help you through anything and
everything. It all comes alive when you commit yourself to knowing the Bible.
That’s what this book is all about—knowing the Bible, learning what it says, and
making it your personal guide in all you do. Bestselling author Elizabeth George
offers many great ideas for Bible study and practical application. You’ll love
growing closer to Godand experiencing exciting changes in your life!
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Savvy!
Bible teacher George takes teens through the step-by-step process of making
decisions that are life-affirming, godly, and wise.

The Young Woman's Guide to Excellence Tenth Stereotype
Edition
A guide for young women they will keep for life. Whether bridging the way from
teen to adulthood or transitioning big changes in life, it is quite an adventure. What
do you think is the most important thing you would take with you on this journey?
Things that would guide and help you no matter what you faced may be on the top
of your list, such things as courage, patience, health, and motivation are packed in.
This read takes you on a journey leaving nothing behind. A motivational guide
about helping women achieve their highest and best. In this book is advice and
support on relationships, goal setting, facing disappointment with new perspective
and other life skills on how to live the life of their dreams. With ease and flow, the
reader gains encouragement and wisdom while learning a fresh and simple
process to happiness and fulfillment, all within her reach. Written by a single
mother who wanted to teach her only daughter things she needed to know about
being out in the world as she was leaving for college. It was the authors intent to
teach things she, herself, had to learn the hard way, but do it in a empowering
way. The gift of love through her words gives women answers to some of life's
most challenging questions along with the comfort and support of a dear friend. In
its profound brevity it inspires all readers to make great new decisions in all their
adventures and find true happiness for all of life. A great gift for holidays,
graduation, milestone birthdays, house warming for first apartment or new job
encouragement. A treasured gift with an opening dedication page and blank pages
at the end to add your own wisdom for the one you love. Perhaps, the gift of
insightful reading for yourself. As a read you will recognize that nothing is out of
your control and everything can be exactly the way you would love it to be! Open
new doorways of self-evolution, acknowledge the you inside & empower your
dreams as you ponder what to take with you into your world! Also see the
accompanying journal https: //www.createspace.com/3795690

The New Female Instructor: Or, Young Woman's Guide to
Domestic Happiness
In Young Woman's Guide, an inspiring book by Yetunde A. Odugbesan-Omede, she
shares her personal stories and advice on how young women can put their best
self forward. Young Woman's Guide is a self-help book that contains how-to advice,
tips and tools for young women to live a purposeful and well-rounded life. It
features timeless topics on leadership, professional, personal and emotional
development. It calls and challenges young women to shine brightly and lead
powerfully. Filled with empowering practical messages that promote good habits,
cultivate positive attitudes and build self-confidence, Young Woman's Guide will
serve as a guiding light for young women as they journey through womanhood.

A Young Woman's Guide to Making Right Choices
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The Young Woman's Guide
The Female Instructor; Or, Young Woman's Companion: Being a
Guide to All the Accomplishments which Adorn the Female
Character
Elizabeth George, author of A Young Woman After God's Own Heart (more than
150,000 copies sold), offers another life-changing teen book—A Young Woman's
Walk with God. Christian teens long to please God, but peer pressure, school
activities, and physical changes make godly qualities such as patience, kindness,
and self-control hard to develop. The good news is that by focusing on God, girls
can live the fruit of the Spirit. Then they'll be able to— put on a positive attitude
daily have peace regardless of circumstances experience joy even during
difficulties Faithfulness and gentleness come as teens walk with Jesus and express
His love to those around them.

The Young Woman's Guide to Pregnancy
Like many, I struggled when I first reached my 20's. I didn't know what my purpose
was, I had no clue how to save money, I was scared to ask for help, and I was
constantly blaming my past. Now, I am continually learning to be a better version
of myself and I want you to do the same. Her 20 SomeTHINGS will walk you
through the "mid-life crisis" and help you overcome it. There are 20 things you
should know in your 20's in this book that will help you with the following: Execute
goals Find your purpose Develop work/life balance Spend money wisely
Throughout this book, you will have the opportunity to complete exercises to assist
you with evaluating your personal, financial, and career goals.

A Young Woman's Guide to Dating
A Young Woman's Guide to Living Debt Free and Fab
Find beauty. Find hope. Find your life of lovely. Annie F. Downs wants you to take
each next step of life with excitement, heading forward with beauty and
confidence. But what if the enemy is whispering lies that you are not smart
enough, pretty enough, or rich enough? Or that you are too loud, too quiet, too
thin, too fat, too much? What if you feel you don’t have what it takes to be who
you really want to be? Personal yet powerful, A Life of Lovely offers young women
honest stories, biblical truth, and courageous examples—all to encourage readers
to persevere their way to hope. You will walk away excited about who you are
becoming and challenged to look for lovely, fight to finish, and find the beautiful in
your every day!

The Young Woman's Guide to Excellence
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A Young Woman's Guide to Sex
"For years I thought that If I didn't think about it or talk about it, then what had
happened would melt away. I believed that time would heal the wounds etched
across my heart and body. Time did nothing for me." "God's Girls - Redeemed" is
the very true and very transparent testimony of a young girl's battle with many of
the unspoken battles that young women face today- such as sexual abuse,
pornography addiction, depression, seeking validation and suicidal thoughts. A
heart wrenching, powerful, and inspiring chronicle of a young woman's journey to
becoming God's Girl, this book not only gives it's readers a glimpse into the
transforming power of God, but also counterattacks popular lies Satan uses to
destroy young women. Packed with the truth of God and practical resources for the
struggling and abused young woman, this book is a must share with girls
everywhere. May those who read it become motivated to surrender their lives to
the God who gave it, so that they too can realize their worth as God's Girls who
have been redeemed.

Avoiding the Dodgeballs at Work
Information About the Book:A career guidance book that prepares entry level
women employees for the world of work. This career guidance book addresses a
variety of subject matters including: project management, team work, managing
your boss, performance evaluations, sexual harassment, difficult coworkers and
networking.It is an easy to read guidance book with two main characters. One of
the fictional characters is a female, a recent college graduate, who is preparing to
enter the workforce. The other character is the narrator, who gives the new
employee straight to the point advice –with a touch of humor- on how to handle or
avoid potential work related issues. There are funny scenarios and illustrations
scattered throughout the book. An index is included to locate specific subject
matter. The author E. Marie is hopeful that upon reading her book, readers will get
a heads-up on what to expect during the first year of employment while obtaining
some tips on how to avoid first job “hiccups” and smoothly move up the
ladder.About the Author: Writing under the pen name "E. Marie," Emerald Betts is a
business professional who has worked in various industries, including large and
small corporations and non-profits. She holds a Bachelor Degree in Accounting
from the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign and a Master of Science
Degree in Communications from Northwestern University. As a person who loves to
read and listen to talk radio, Emerald enjoys mentoring young people of all ages.
When not writing, she enjoys spending time with her family, traveling and
attending grandson Jalen's baseball games. Mrs. Betts resides in Chicago, Illinois.

The Young Woman's Guide to Liberation
Coping: A Young Woman's Guide to Breast Cancer Prevention
Guides young women to make the right choices to maintain sexual purity, focusing
on self-acceptance and the damaging influences of the over-sexualized media.
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A Young Woman's Walk with God
Can you envision yourself debt free and fabulous, living the "American Dream",
free of financial stress and worry? Well, it's possible! The problem is many of us
were never taught personal finances. We have no idea what credit is worth or how
to use it.The book, " A Young Woman's Guide to Living Debt Free and Fab," will
teach you how to avoid the pitfalls of debt, purchase your first property with cash
and own that Chanel and Christian Louboutin shoes you've always dreamed of
having. The Author, Jashowna Paris, shares real life experiences, and easy to follow
tips and strategies from her own personal experiences.

Full Frontal Feminism
"Two Silicon Valley insiders share advice gained from their professional successes,
triumphs, and disappointments."--Back cover.

A Young Woman's Guide to Making Right Choices
Phenomenally U: A Young Woman's Guide to Being Safe, Smart, and Successful in
College. Many young women go to college to find themselves and often end up
losing themselves. Award-winning speaker, author, and life coach, Lacey C. Clark!
of Sisters' Sanctuary presents Phenomenally U: A Young Woman's Guide to Being
Safe, Smart, and Successful in College. Written for the quick minds of the Twitter
generation, this powerful guide offers no-nonsense lessons on how to survive and
thrive in your early years. This motivational blueprint will empower you to create a
phenomenal college experience by coaching you to wisely navigate the seven S's
of Phenomenally U. The 7 S's of Phenomenally U: Smarts - Discover proven study
habits and time management skills that promote success. Safety - Attain life saving
techniques to handle the common dangers of campus life. Self-respect - Prepare to
take care of your body, mind, and spirit. Sisterhood - Understand why it is
important to make healthy connections with other women for mental, spiritual, and
physical support. Sex - Practice healthy and safe sexuality as a developing young
woman. Success - Learn how to walk in integrity and focus on what is important to
you. Social Media - Master how to use social media and mobile apps to make
college life easy and fun. Discover what it means to be #PhenomenallyU!

The Young Woman's Guide to Excellence
The Vegetarian's Guide to Eating Meat
Our goal in writing this book was to share our "path to leadership" curriculum with
young people worldwide-particularly young women-who have dreams they hope to
achieve. We especially wanted to reach out to the many young people who didn't
have the chance to attend an iLive2Lead Summit. Don't let your dreams die! In
these pages, we have laid out the steps toward actualizing a full-fledged project.
We've shown how we developed our program and shared the lessons we learned
along the way. Following the steps we've outlined, you have a road map to achieve
your goals. Work to make them real, give them substance, plan how you will
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accomplish them, communicate and connect about your ideas, and continue to
grow and learn throughout the process. We hope you will share this book with your
friends and inspire them and all of us by your actions. Start today to do what
makes you feel passionate and alive, because the world desperately needs many
more people who are ready to make a difference.

On What to Take with You Into the World
This book will take you through every stage of dating. You'll learn: - how to look up
your potential date on social media sites, - how to decide where to go, - what to
wear on a first date, - what questions to ask and how to respond once you go on
the date - proper dating etiquette, - how to end a date, and much more!
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